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ABSTRACT
MANTLE

FEBRUARY 2018
DAVID HANNON B.F.A., SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, SYRACUSE, NY
M.F.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Assistant Professor Benjamin Jones

Through a large-scale installation called mantle, I explore how the queer body becomes
uncanny to the home through a human sized dollhouse and using scenic design ideas. Home for
many is a safe place, but for queers, it can be a difficult one, wrought with not belonging in a
childhood of heteronormativity. Being stuck in that heteronormative space is what I
communicate through a stage set, composed of four theater flats, printed and collaged wallpaper,
free-standing photos mounted on MDF, a giant necklace in a separate room, and impromptu
pieces made in the space.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

“Fantasy is part of the articulation of the possible; it moves us beyond what is
merely actual and present into a realm of possibility, the not yet actualized or the
not actualizable. The struggle to survive is not really separable from the cultural
life of fantasy, and the foreclosure of fantasy — though censorship, degradation,
or other means — is one strategy for providing for the social death of persons.
Fantasy is not the opposite of reality; it is what reality forecloses, and, as a result,
it defines the limits of reality, constituting it as its constitutive outside” (Butler
29).

This paper is written in direct relationship to an installation I created titled mantle.
Using visual ideas from scenic design to build a fully immersive space, it posits the idea
how the home can become uncanny to the queer individual through the site of a human
sized dollhouse. The dollhouse, though, is deemed to be a heteronormative fantasy. By
increasing its scale through photographs, I defamiliarize that heteronormative space. I use
flats as the main sculptural element, utilizing digital processes on the front while leaving
the back unfinished to convey how dollhouses have a front facade and an open back. I
also performed in the space on the opening night of the show, interacting with the
audience in order to move a giant prop-like necklace into the installation. The performer
is imagined as a queer individual navigating through a domestic space; the installation is
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thought of as “its” home. Through the dollhouse I make the home uncanny, but only then
can the queer be at home.
Early In 2016, I purchased a dollhouse at a thrift store. The dollhouse is a symbol
many of us are familiar with, conjuring up feelings of home and nostalgia. For this
specific one, it was not so much the style or the build of the house that reminded me of
home but more of its imperfections. Home is seen as where the heart is but it was covered
in dust and riddled with dirt, littered with years of previous use and faded purples and
pinks. Not too long after this purchase my mother had passed away from a long illness.
Although significant for many reasons, it made me look at the idea of home and
specifically at this dollhouse in a different light. I started thinking about my own
memories growing up queer in a straight household.
The dollhouse represents a place for fantasy, allowing one to transport themselves
into a miniature world. The dollhouse, though, represents a heterosexual one where
primarily adolescent girls use it as a training ground to prepare in a heteronormative
society. Historically, Nuremberg kitchens, or dollhouses, were used to teach girls how to
set-up and control a house, and become its servant. Only during the 1970's did dollhouses
become more of the conception we are used to, a place for fantasy. Growing up, I
remember quite vividly playing with dolls with my sister. Although during this time
period I may not have known my specific male or female attractions; playing with these
dolls was a source of comfort, a space to dream. We would often use a made-up
dollhouse as the set performing an idealized home with a husband, wife and children. A
heteronormative fantasy.
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But if the dollhouse is meant as a way to teach heteronormativity, meaning
everyone falls into distinct genders programmed to fulfill specific domestic roles, and
you aren't heterosexual; what happens if you get stuck having these fantasies? For me, a
queer body, these aspirations still persist. A queer body growing up with these same
heteronormative fantasies about family and love presents a glitch in this process. In this
way, the individual becomes uncanny in relation to the home because the individual is
unfamiliar with it. I used the dollhouse I found as the impetus for an interactive, set-like
installation titled mantle to communicate how uncanny it is for a queer body to have
heteronormative aspirations through the visual ideas of scenic design, queering the
domestic space.
Before discussing the formal qualities and layout of mantle I will define both
queerness1 and the uncanny in relation to home, since I interpret the dollhouse as its
miniature version. The idea of home as a place of safety was established in Bachelard's
Poetics of Space when he says home, “shelters day-dreaming, the house protects the
dreamer, the house allows one to dream in peace” (Bachelard 6). The idea of home as
safety is later expanded upon when he describes the stability of a home during a lightning
storm. For many, especially queer adolescents, home is not a safe space nor is it a place
where you long to be. In Lydia Kokkola's Make Yourself At Home! she says, “Home, for
many people, is taken for granted as a place of comfort, a retreat from the world, a place
to be oneself. For many lesbians, gay men, bisexuals and trans identified people,

1 Queerness is defined by a non-normative way of approaching everyday life, apart from anticipated reality. At a time when gays and
lesbians are finally able to assimilate into normative life through advances for gay marriage, adoption and the military, queerness
rejects these heteronormative and homonormative binaries. Queer is n#ot having to say, I am this or I am that. Therefore, queerness is
more defined by what it is not and is a way of dis-identifying from the majority. Sarah Ahmed in Queer Phenomenology describes
queerness as a ‘dynamic negotiation between what is familiar and unfamiliar’ (Ahmed 7).
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however, home can be uncomfortable and alienating” (Browne, Lim and Brown 3). This
infers that the home itself is a heterosexual space since queers feel they do not belong.
Typically, queer children are raised by heterosexual parents, therefore, Kokkola
states that queers leave home in search of other spaces that resemble the safety that
Bachelard describes, since many times queers are either to renounce their sexuality and
stay or are forced to leave. What is important about the previous statement is the very
moment when parents “find out” about their child's queerness. Later Kokkola says,
“When adolescents express same-sex desire – come out – they are deemed unheimlich
because they refute what Steven Bruhm and Natasha Hurley have identified as “a
dominant narrative about children” namely that “children are (and should stay) innocent
of sexual desires and intentions” (Kokkola 11). Therefore, they are foreign to the
heterosexual house and in that way the home becomes uncanny to the queer individual,
and vice versa.
The uncanny therefore turns the familiar space of home into an unfamiliar one.
The uncanny relates to what is unfamiliar and not known, not unlike queerness. In
German, heimlich relates to the home and the familiar. Its other definition means
concealed, which is similar to the opposite, unheimlich. It is often used to describe the
uncertainty whether or not a lifeless object might come to life and in Unheimlich Freud
defines it as “in reality nothing new or foreign, but something familiar and old—
established in the mind that has been estranged only by the process of repression” (Freud
13). The uncanny and queerness, therefore, are inextricably bound because both subvert
notions familiarity.
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CHAPTER 2
THE INSTALLATION – LAYOUT

To communicate these ideas, I transformed a 22 feet by 22 feet by 15 feet space
into an immersive environment. I chose different scenes from the dollhouse translating
them to human scale utilizing sculpture, projection, and performance. The installation
takes the form of a stage set, composed of four theater flats, printed and collaged
wallpaper, free-standing photos mounted on MDF, a giant necklace in a separate room,
and impromptu pieces made in the space.
For scenic designers, the set is typically based on a written text because many set
decisions are based on stage directions. For mantle, the text is the dollhouse. Most of the
decisions I made were based on visual elements from the exterior and interior to create a
unified installation. To start I took photographs of various parts of the dollhouse: the
living room, bedroom, and bathroom. I made models out of these photographs by printing
and pasting them on foam core, assembling them to figure out their placement. I chose
theater flats to represent the walls of the dollhouse, where I sourced the basic color
palette: pinks, white and purples. I used specific elements from the dollhouse, mostly the
furniture, and increased their scale in the final process. Instead of incorporating every
single detail of the dollhouse, I wanted to use suggestive realism to only give the feeling
that one was in a human sized dollhouse (Condee 75). By providing the background of a
dollhouse, I allowed enough space for the viewer to use their imagination to fill in the
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rest, referencing the feeling of nostalgia I had when I found it. The dollhouse, therefore,
is referenced but is not a direct translation.
The sculptures, flats, and walls are lit using five spotlights, with several elements
such as a projection on the floor, Ruggy, and the self-lit fireplace in Mantel providing
ambient lighting. Other than these lights, the space is quite dark, without natural light,
emphasizing the fact that the space is a set. Coupled with the layout of the installation,
the darkness of the set contributes to a feeling of claustrophobia because it conceals
certain elements of the installation, making the audience careful where they walk.
Although home is supposed to be welcoming according to its definition, the darkness of
the installation communicates otherwise.
In Condee’s Theatrical Space: A Guide for Directors and Designers, he says
designers should use the architecture of the space and make the design a part of it. This
means that the theater space should be site responsive (Condee 14). I improvised a type
of wallpaper to transform the space. I created wallpaper by covering the walls with black
paper, then recreated a tulip motif from the dollhouse to use as a pattern. I then enlarged
it, laser cutting it, and glued it to the paper. The wallpaper covers the walls but not
completely. At the top, we notice the actual wall and ceiling of the room. I wanted to
incorporate the architecture in the space therefore, it covers the pipe already in the space
and three pedestals on the floor. In terms of spaces, we have the black wallpaper, the
theater flats and the wood floor. I did not transform the floor because the hardwood floor
was reminiscent of floors in houses. It provided a framework between the wallpaper, a
liminal space, and the accessible flats and floor.
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I also wanted to create a space where that blurred the line between performance
and audience, unlike proscenium productions where the audience and stage are separated.
In mantle, you can walk around and interact with the installation, but the viewer also has
access to the back of the flats. Typically, the back of the stage is covered with black
velour curtains, Bruce Bergner calls, “the garbage, cables, smoke machines and
stagehands” (Bergner 22). In mantle, you have access to the unpainted backside of the
flats: the support brackets, screws, and cables. For example, behind Drippy, you can see
the back of the television and the cords of a media player. Being able to see this
intentional untidiness hint at the imperfections of ‘home’, the messiness and
disorganization echoing the dollhouse, when I found it. The contrast also references how
dollhouses have an open back, where you can see its “guts.” In order to contrast this with
the back of the flats, the front of the flats presents the opposite reality.
The front of the flats is either painted or have an inkjet photograph mounted to it.
I used digital processes, laser cutting and CNC routing, on mounted photographs to cut
specific outlines around it. To get these precise lines I used Rhinoceros 3-D to draw an
outline around the part of the image I had wanted to cut out. I then put a rectangle around
the perimeter of the image and registered the laser around one corner to process the
resulting cut. This cuts the image to the exact dimensions I needed; the process is best
seen in Mantel but is present through all of the flats.
Theater flats are used to imply a 3-dimensional space beyond where the actors are
on stage. Often scenic designers employ trompe l'oeil by painting realistically rendered
objects and environments to deceive the eye into thinking that the flats are three
dimensional. It is a way to create forced perspective by making objects feel closer or
7

farther away. Bergner later describes forced perspective as an “exaggerated
foreshortening of spatial details” (Bergner 22). Therefore, placing smaller objects closer
to the line of view make them seem larger than objects further away. The photographs in
mantle are used to create this illusion, a good example is the bed.  I made it about a kid's
scale but it looks much farther away in the space than it is when entering the installation.
These photographs create a sense of unease, especially when approached from
different angles because you aren’t sure whether the object is a real object or a
photograph of an object. For example, the pink chair looks like it goes back in space
because it is photographed in perspective; but because it is a flat photograph, it creates

Figure 1. mantle layout, 2017.
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ambiguity. That moment of flatness versus dimension, the compression of space through
the photograph, makes the viewer questions their reality. The viewer logically
understands the object is flat yet starts to question what they see, so what is familiar
becomes unfamiliar. These optical tricks with perspective and space in the installation
can create “disturbing visual effects” (Bergner 22) by manipulating reality.

Figure 2. mantle, detail 1, by David Hannon, 2017. Mixed media.
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CHAPTER 3
THE INSTALLATION – THE SCULPTURES

Before the flats, I will first discuss the Necklace piece. The Necklace, Figure 8, is
in a separate room down the hall from the installation. It is made of laser cut chipboard,
assembled into eleven icosahedron spheres. They are based on cheap plastic beads but
scaled up to a giant size to around a three-foot diameter depending on the bead. There are
ten pairs of spheres of increasing size with the eleventh sphere being the largest one. The
beads are then spray painted a red color followed by a coat of varnish to emphasize their
plasticity. There are two holes on each sphere with a long clear vinyl tube holding them
all together. The width of vinyl tubing is meant to mimic fishing line as if it was scaled
up proportionally.

Figure 3. Necklace by David Hannon, 2017. Mixed media.
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At the ends of the line, there are two clasps in order to further suggest a necklace. The
necklace is the main object the performer interacts with, which I will further reference in
the description of the performance.

Figure 4. Drippy by David Hannon, 2017. Mixed media.

The first flat encountered, Figure 3, upon entering the installation is titled Drippy.
It is 3.5 feet by 6.5 feet and painted a periwinkle color, the color of the exterior of the
dollhouse. The shape of the flat is reminiscent of a bay window because of the forced
perspective of the CNC routed angles and window cut out, making it appear the viewer is
from the outside looking in. In front of this cutout is a blown-up photograph of a window,
mounted on MDF, from the dollhouse. Behind this window is a 42 inch television screen
11

mounted to the back of the flat, the window framing the video appears to be inside the
installation. On the same flat below the window is a CNC routed hole, resembling a
shadow of a plant and in front of that is a laser cut image of a plant. The hole in the actual
flat is meant to give the viewer a glimpse behind the flat, a space viewers are usually not
supposed to see.
A nine-minute video, also titled Drippy, is looped on the monitor, in which a
figure in a blue bodysuit spins in a chair while holding a fake flower embedded in a
cement sandcastle. While spinning, the figure is getting dumped on with a green colored
substance. The video was produced in front of a green screen; however, the resulting
chroma-keyed video has glitches where the green screen is still visible in certain areas.
Normally this would be considered a failure in terms of video production, but I
intentionally left these moments in the video because it is an example of showing the
viewer ‘behind the scenes’, similar to being able to see behind the flats. The green
substance, since it also gets keyed out, makes the figure slowly fade into the background.
The spinning motion in Drippy is repetitive, implying something is getting caught
in place. Since the dollhouse is seen as a training ground for adulthood, this motion
implies getting stuck there. A refusal to follow the heterosexual line is not only a
deviation but a refusal of what it anticipates. What if “Point B” is not interesting and not
worth it? Therefore, the figure stays and gets dumped on with this green substance, like a
punishment. The green slime references bodily functions and fluids, the most apparent
one being mucus because of its color and texture. For animals, like snails, mucus is
secreted to adhere to a surface. Suppose if there was too much mucus it could get stuck in
place. The green slime also references Nickelodeon slime used in many of its earlier
12

shows, contributing to the nostalgia of the dollhouse I had. The fake flower, a red rose
which symbolically means love, also refers to the idea of getting trapped, since it is
embedded in cement implying no further growth. Therefore, having these
heteronormative desires like marriage and reproduction, when you are not heterosexual,
is not productive for the queer individual.

Figure 5. mantle, detail 2, by David Hannon, 2017. Mixed media.

The focal point of the installation, is titled, Mantel. It is 3 feet by 8 feet wide and
consists of two parts, the bottom part is the fireplace and the top part is the mantel piece.
Situated in 4 inches front of the fireplace is a photograph of the exterior of the fireplace
in the dollhouse brought to human size. Called the insert, the fireplace extends 20 inches
back from the front of the flat and is covered in a faux-orange brick wallpaper along its
interior. Inside the fireplace, fake wood logs are lit from underneath, creating a red-
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orange glow. That feature causes a slight crackling sound effect, mimicking a realistic
fire.
Positioned above the fireplace, the mantel piece is made up of three elements:
shelves, an inkjet print, and eleven mounted photographs protruding from dowels. Two
shelves, measured at 3 feet by 3 inches by 1 inch, are placed horizontally along the width
of the flat and are painted a periwinkle color, the same color as the Drippy flat. Fixed on
the flat itself is a 3 feet by 50 feet inkjet print. It primarily features a pink color extracted
from the dollhouse and has twelve darker purple shapes of differing sizes to simulate
different objects’ shadows. The aforementioned shelves were positioned to line up with
the bottom of the shadows.

Figure 6. Mantel by David Hannon, 2017. Mixed media.
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Extending from these printed shadows are the eleven photographs mounted on
masonite. From the surface of the flat, they protrude at differing lengths, between five
and twenty-four inches. The photographs, again, are laser cut to contour their respective
shape, in order to correspond to their shadow. The eleven objects, from the top left to the
bottom right corner, are a plant, a candle, a frame with a photo, another frame, a tiara,
vase, a dog statue, fake grapes, a pot of flowers, a crystal glass, and a copper tea kettle.
These photographs were taken from objects I had previously, handed down from my
mother, like the crystal glass, or objects I had found at thrift stores. Keepsakes and
pictures are something normally found on mantel pieces and at first glance, these objects
fit in, but upon further inspection, they reveal something different. For example, the dog
statue has rhinestone eyes glued to the mounted print making the viewer second guess
what is real and what isn’t. Another example is the photograph of the lawn chair. From
far away it looks like a vacation photograph but once you get close to it you realize this
strange pink substance on the chair. I was thinking it looked like a shriveled body out in
the sun too long, so a normal vacation photograph is ruined by an abnormality. Thus,
what should be something familiar in a home becomes unfamiliar, not unlike the queer
body in a heterosexual space.
Because of the lighting, the laser cut objects cast a shadow elsewhere across the
mantel. The objects have two shadows, therefore, one from the inkjet print and one from
the lighting. This double shadow makes the viewer question which shadow is the real
shadow, the printed or the cast because of the similar pink colors. From certain vantage
points, the photos of the objects appear to be sitting on the shelves, creating a disconnect
between what we see and what we know. Binaries of familiarity are crossed, so what we
15

assume to be real, the photographs extending from behind, becomes unfamiliar, the
photographs now sitting on the shelves. This “double take” the viewer has, relates to the
uncanny because it confronts the viewer with the idea that home has the potential to not
be warm and secure. In the Queer Gothic Palmer, through Wrigley, states the uncanny
signifies a “‘not-being-at-home,” an alienation from the house experienced within it”
(Palmer 16).

Figure 7. Mantel, detail, by David Hannon, 2017. Mixed media.
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To the right of Mantel is the Fan Piece. It is a kinetic sculpture made up of two
flats attached vertically for a combined size of 6 feet by 5 feet. It is, therefore, shorter
than the flats encountered so far. The flat is painted a grayish-white, color matched from
photographs of the dollhouse. The tulip print used on the wallpaper is used to cover the
flat as well but these prints are closer together to help it stand out from the wallpaper
behind it. Protruding from a shallow space in front of the flat are five different sized
pulleys, rotating clockwise at differing rates. The last pulley on the left is powering a fan
blade attached to a dowel, recessed behind a laser cut photograph of a standing electric
fan mounted on MDF. The three blades on the fan have images of cartoon sheep mounted
on masonite translated and scaled up from the dollhouse. This pulley moves the slowest
out of the five, making twelve rotations every minute. Because the pulley is attached to
the blades, it appears this pulley is the one powering it.

Figure 8. Fan Piece by David Hannon, 2017. Mixed media.
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Once you go behind the flat you see the mechanics of the sculpture, realizing the
pulley on the right, spinning the fastest, is actually the one powering the contraption. This
pulley is attached to a gearhead motor embedded in a standing electric fan, the same fan
that is photographed in front of the flat. Since the rotation of the fan blades is so slow, it
is a useless contraption not pushing any air forward. The sheep on the blades reference
the task of counting sheep jumping over a fence before bed, the resulting boredom lulling
yourself to sleep. It is a common stereotype and commonly referenced in mass media. In
this sculpture, however, there are only three sheep and no fence. They are in the same
slow rotation, like Drippy, referencing getting stuck in a circular motion without any
hope of getting out. This monotonous, repetitive feeling is further heightened by the lack
of natural lighting. It creates a purgatorial space, meaning a transitional space that’s
neither night or day.
On the hardwood floor in front of the fan is a 4 feet by 4 feet projection titled
Ruggy. The image is sourced from a rug of the dollhouse, with four different spinning
digital masks of a hurricane composited over it. These overlapping masks give depth to
the moving image, making the projection appear deeper than it really is instead of flat.
The image of the rug also has a cartoon image of a cat playing with a ball of yarn along
with a floral design in a circular pattern. I then composited my own blinking eyes onto
the cat image so it appears the cat is watching the viewer. At first, you are not quite sure
where the projection is coming from because the projector itself hangs high above the
installation. This choice gives the projection an ethereal quality where it looks like it is
slightly hovering above the floor.
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The hurricane mask was used because of the cyclical motion, similar to the Fan
Piece. I used the cartoon-like image of the rug as the background of the image, the
opposite of what I do with Fan Piece, where I have the image of the sheep from the
dollhouse on the real fan photograph. Usually, hurricanes move but this one stays in
place, implying it is stuck. For queers, the separation between youth and adulthood is not
as definitive and the state of adolescence can extend far into your twenties, therefore the
hurricane references that transitory state, a queer temporality. Reproduction and marriage
are heteronormative notions that persist for me, and this repetitive motion conveys that
persistence. Since dollhouses are a projection of one’s feelings and fantasies, I projected
my own feelings in the construction of this installation.
In a dollhouse, we have access to the inside and outside and can see everything
that is happening in it, therefore the use of my eyes enforces this. It also bridges the
unfamiliar and familiar because it takes some time to realize the eyes are actually there,
similar to the way viewers have a “double take” with the photographs on Mantel. The use
of eyes is meant to foreshadow the experience in the Mirror flat later in the installation.
One of the later flats encountered is titled Mirror and is opposite the Fan Piece
and to the left of Mantel. It is made of two different flats connected and painted the same
ivory color as the Fan Piece, with the same tulip pattern replicated as well. The
difference being the tulip pattern is extruded forward and backward into the flat. The
right part of the flat extends backward at a downward sloping angle into space towards
the wallpapered wall. The focal point of the flat, however, is the central part where a
photograph of a sink from the dollhouse is scaled to human size, projecting one foot out
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into space. A neon green substance is spilled on the print, the same substance used in
Drippy.

Figure 9. Mirror, by David Hannon, 2017. Mixed media.

Above the sink is another photographed object from the dollhouse scaled to human size, a
mirror frame, and extends a foot farther in space than the sink. Similar to the tulips, it
extrudes forward from the flat, so the mirror frame is stretched completely into space
along with the stretched texture of the tulips. This would be called a displacement map in
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Maya Software and meant to bring the digital space into the physical. Inside the mirror
frame lies the mirror itself, attached to the surface of the flat. It is in darkness because it
is surrounded by the hollow mirror frame. Behind the mirror is where the performer is
embedded for the first hour of the show. The performer, myself, is embedded in this
mirror behind the flat. The mirror is actually a mask with a face cut out and cut out eyes.
Once the viewer meets the performer’s eyes though they realize they are being watched.
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CHAPTER 4
THE PERFORMANCE

The performance is thought of as three acts: Act I, the performer waits while
embedded in the flat; Act II, the performer comes from behind the flat and looks for the
necklace; Act III, the performer enlists the audience to bring back the necklace into the
installation.
In Act I, while the performer is behind the mirror the viewer recognizes
themselves in the mirror but also recognize another figure behind. Meaning, viewers
recognize their reflection, but they also realize it is not simply their reflection, there is
another figure. This causes the viewer to question what is real, defamiliarizing them with
the function mirrors usually do, project the self-image. The doubling that happens makes
the inanimate come to life through the object. After an hour, the figure emerges from the
flat.
Act II begins with the performer coming from behind Mirror and interacting with
the audience. The performer is wearing a tulip pattern bodysuit underneath a cheetah suit,
along with the mirror face and a blue wig. The tulip pattern is meant to blend in with the
pattern on the flats and wallpaper. The figure then tries to put the tulip pattern on the
audience attempting to make them look like itself, though the pattern falls right off. It is
trying to label the audience in some way, similarly to the way society tries to label bodies
as either homosexual, queer, or straight. The figure then starts getting ready by looking in
the mirror and brushing its hair. The performer then attempts to put on a necklace but
22

realizes it can’t find it. Looking around the installation the performer recognizes that the
horse photograph is missing from Mantel. Connecting the missing necklace and horse,
the figure then leaves the “safety” of the installation of the room and interacts with the
public in order to search for the aforementioned necklace.
The figure later finds the laser cut horse down the hall. Upon getting closer to it,
the performer engages the audience in the main hallway of the building. Through the
crowd, the figure spies the Necklace in a room down the hall. Once the figure goes into
the room, it realizes the necklace has grown enormous. Act III then begins.
In Act III, the figure enlists the help of the audience to bring this giant Necklace
back into the installation. The figure then enlists eleven people, one for each bead to
move back into the installation space. Upon bringing it back, the figure goes back behind
Mirror. The whole performance is quite short because I imagined the figure can only
exist outside of the fantasy, the installation, for a short period of time. After the
performance the necklace rests in the space, taking up a large portion of the installation.
The necklace was planned to be a part of the space and fits in quite well with the
installation because the plastic surface quality fits with the shiny inkjet photographs.
The moving of the Necklace reminded me of two works; one by Felix Gonzalez
Torres and one by Mike Kelley. Torres’s work, especially his Portrait of Ross, asks
questions between public and private life, real and not real. Torres’ work also refuses to
mimetically show the body. His work grants a certain distance between the form of
representation and what is represented because even though we realize it is Torres' way of
dealing with grief, it is minimal. As mentioned in the introduction, my mom had passed
away which became the impetus for the idea behind the necklace. The process of going
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through all of my mom's things the first thing I realized is in actuality how many physical
objects she had. She had a lot of makeup and jewelry that was barely used, if at all. The
physical burden of going through these objects made me think of physically carrying a
giant version of one of these items. The giant Necklace was based on my experience and
was a way of dealing with grief. As for the public helping me bring the Necklace into the
installation, they are assisting in this personal process and being complicit in the fantasy.

Figure 10. Performance still by David Hannon, 2017. Performance documentation.
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In Mike Kelley’s video piece, Day is Done, one performance, in particular, is
relevant to mine. In his 21st high school reconstruction, there are two dancers imitating
the chicken dance on a stage with painted backdrops. He changes the key and slows it
down making the music much darker. The dancers then peck at each other while
performing the chicken dance. Although difficult to describe in words, what the short
does do is highlight the strangeness of the original song. The chicken dance is something
performed at weddings or other dances and by performing the dance out of context makes
it ritualistic. In relation to my performance, the very act brushing one’s hair, a personal
ritual, becomes estranged from its familiarity. Performing this ritual is meant to highlight
the strange, yet familiar feeling of growing up queer in a heteronormative home.
It is also a way to bring someone into queerness that wouldn’t identify as queer
because I interact with the audience. It is not conforming to the societal norm of gender
binaries; its ambiguity is intended to make the audience uncomfortable, making it similar
to the way I felt in a heteronormative space while growing up. The performance is a
declaration of an identity through a non-declaration of an identity, a way to be both
invisible and visible at once because of the mask, referencing my definition earlier on
page 3.
This work continues to deal with issues of queerness in a domestic space as
demonstrated in my discussion of the installation. My personal feeling of getting trapped
in a heteronormative space is communicated by the motion in many of the pieces, acting
both as a warning but also as a way to deal with these feelings I don’t know how to
express through words alone. In many ways, the installation is about the struggle to
express these feelings, using the visual language of the dollhouse as a skeletal structure
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on which it rests. The performance is meant to bring all the elements of the installation
together, including the uncanny, queerness and theatrical elements because the performer
interacts with many aspects of the installation. The “strangeness” of the home is thus
heightened by the performance because the performer embodies the other or the queer.
The home for many queers can be a difficult space but perhaps by reimagining it as
intentionally disorienting, as Ahmed calls in Queer Phenomenology “slanted,” there is
potential for it to be safe.
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